NimbleGen RefSeq hg18 promoter tiling arrays (design ID 4226, design name 2006-07-18_HG18_RefSeq_promoter) were used for ChIP-chip analysis. Data normalization and peak detection was performed with the MA2C algorithm, the 4
U266 and 2 Daudi replicates were normalized using the robust method with C = 2 (1). Peaks were called using the p value method using a bandwidth of 500 and a p value cut-off of 0.001, with minimum probes set to 5 and max gap to 250. Data from the negative control Daudi cell line provided experimental assessment of false positive detection rates.
Predicted peak regions were linked to the nearest transcriptional start site (TSS) for
RefSeq genes in the hg18 alignment (NCBI Build 36.1). TSSs within 3 kb in either orientation were accepted, unless an intervening TSS in the same orientation was present. For bi-directional promoters the nearest TSS was chosen as the primary association.
Motif analysis Denovo detection
Two independent algorithms, Weeder (version 1.3 downloaded from http://159.149.109.9/modtools/downloads/weeder.html) and the web-based tool oligo-analysis (http://rsat.scmbb.ulb.ac.be/rsat/) were used to detect frequently occurring motifs in the set of peak regions (2, 3) . They were chosen based on their performance compared to other methods in benchmark tests (4) . Weeder is a consensus based method that enumerates all the oligos up to a maximum length and collects their occurrences (with substitutions) from input sequences. Oligoanalysis uses a set of algorithms that detect statistically significant motifs by counting the number of occurrences of each oligomer and comparing these with expectation.
For both methods, we considered both strands of the input sequences and allowed a motif to appear more than once in sequence, otherwise we used default parameters.
Motif lengths of 6, 8, 10 and 12 bases were searched for by Weeder. We restricted the Oligo-analysis to search for motif lengths of 8 bases, the maximum length allowed by the web tool.
Sequence logos representing the position-weighted matrices generated by Weeder were drawn by the EnoLOGOS web tool using relative entropy as the output parameter (5).
Random peak regions
To provide a control for the de novo motif discovery techniques, a set of random sequences were generated. 500 genes were picked at random and a portion of sequence upstream of each TSS was selected. The length of each sequence portion corresponded to the mean length of MA2C predicted peaks, while the position of the sequence portion corresponded to the distribution of the mean distance from the centre of MA2C peak sequences to the closest associated gene. In this way, underlying sequence structure was retained, as opposed to sequences generated by random permutations of A, G, C and T. 5 independent sets of random sequences were generated by this processes and then submitted to the Weeder and oligoanalysis algorithms using the same parameters as before.
STAMP-analysis
The STAMP webserver (http://www.benoslab.pitt.edu/stamp/) was used to compare the de novo generated matrices both against each other (pairwise comparison) and against either the TRANSFAC database (version 11.3) or the in vitro matrix derived for BLIMP1 (discussed below) (6, 7) . For all analyses the default settings were used:
Pearson Correleation Coefficient, Ungapped Smith-Waterman alignment, Iterative Refinement and UPGMA (distance based tree construction). The tree construction, via iterative refinement, produces an alignment of all of the input matrices along with a familial matrix that is the average profile of the multiple alignment.
Position weight matrix analysis
Using position weight matrices (PWM), in TRANSFAC-format, and the RSAT matrixscan program we scanned both the MA2C predicted peak regions (286 peaks, average length 1352 bp) and every TSS in the hg18 reference genome (NCBI Build 36.1) from -2200 to + 500 bp (if multiple TSS overlapped they were joined into a larger region; 20,376 regions average length 2,797 bp) (6, 8) . Regions were scanned with all of the Weeder generated matrices (28; 14 all-occurrences and 14 bestoccurrences) and the in vitro weight matrix for BLIMP1 (in vitro matrix). The BLIMP1 matrix used was derived from the high and medium affinity matrix defined by Kuo & Calame (9) .
To eliminate zero counts, we assigned pseudo-counts in two different ways. For the in vitro matrix we assigned counts based on prior knowledge of known BLIMP1 binding sites not included in the alignment. These pseudo-counts were equally distributed at positions 1-4 and 9-11 (each count from the original alignment was incremented by 0.25) but heavily biased to GAAA at positions 5-8 (set to 0.999997/1*10 -6 ; no variation has been seen at these positions in previously defined BLIMP1 binding sites). Thus the presence of GAAA becomes a pre-requisite for a high scoring motif. For the Weeder matrices we normalized the counts per base to 1000 and then incremented each count by 0.25. The original matrices are given in Supplementary Table2.
Bootstrapping
The RSAT matrix-scan program derives a p value for each PWM match giving an estimate of the likelihood of seeing a match by chance alone. Thus for a p value = 0.001 you would expect one match every kilobase. However, these estimates are not entirely accurate (especially at lower significances) and thus to gauge the enrichment and corresponding statistical significance of the different position weight matrices at different matrix-scan p values a bootstrapping approach was used. For each MA2C predicted peak a random TSS was selected from the total Nimblegen hg18 promoter tiling array set. The random peak was created to match the MA2C peak in both length and position relative to TSS. This process was carried out for all MA2C peaks, generating a random set of peaks that matches the MA2C peaks exactly for DNA length and very closely for relative position. To speed up bootstrapping the whole set of TSS from Nimblegen hg18 were pre-scanned with each PWM from -2200 +500. If a MA2C peak lies outside of this range or is larger than 2700 bp then a peak is created that is as close as possible to the MA2C peak.
As 2 of the MA2C peaks are larger than 2700 bp there is a discrepancy between the total MA2C peak's DNA length and that of the total random peaks. This was dealt with by randomly selecting MA2C peak TSS positions and creating new peaks until the total DNA lengths match exactly. At each of 10 6 bootstraps the number of matrixscan matches less than or equal to a given threshold were counted for both the MA2C and random peaks.
For each matrix a set of thresholds was generated by ranking all matches by p value, and then determining a p value threshold that identifies a given % of promoters that have at least one match with a p value ≤ to that threshold. This procedure generates a set of normalized thresholds that allows for a direct comparison between the different matrices.
The bootstrapping results revealed that in almost all cases the Weeder bestoccurrences matrices gave higher levels of enrichment than the Weeder alloccurrences matrices. Thus for all downstream analysis we used the Weeder bestoccurrence matrices, from here on termed WWM (Weeder Weight Matrix).
Assessing overlap between different weight matrices
We assessed the overlap of the four WWMs corresponding to GTG or GNG based motifs with the longest 5' or 3' extensions (WWM9, WWM10, WWM11 and WWM13), in addition the matches from these 4 WWMs were combined and compared with the in vitro matrix. If two matrices have a match for a promoter, regardless of the position of those matches, then it is deemed to be a shared promoter/gene.
Analysis of CpG content
The CpG content of all hg18 Refseq promoters (-2200 -> + 500 bp) and all 286 MA2C peak regions was calculated. This was then normalized to GC content:
where N is the total number of nucleotides in the sequence (10) . 
Selection of peaks with overlapping BLIMP1/IRF sites

Analysis of conservation and occurrence of IRF sites in peak regions
Data on primate (human, chimp, gorilla, orangutan, rhesus, marmoset, tarsier, mouse lemur and bushbaby) sequence conservation was downloaded from the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser for the PhyloP and PhastCons methods (11, 12) .
For the WWM-Q and the in vitro matrix a set of non-redundant PWM matches was generated. For all matrix matches that overlap only the most significant match was maintained and the rest were discarded, giving a list of the best matches per position 
Expression Analysis
Expression array data analysis
Gene expression was analysed using Nimblegen expression arrays 
Assessing expression changes upon knockdown
To test if there was a significant enrichment of the MA2C genes (target genes) amongst the genes showing increase/decreased expression upon BLIMP1 knockdown a comparison with the hypergeometric distribution was made. Firstly, for any gene that has probe triplets for alternative isoforms (e.g. UBE2L6 has 3 probes for both NM_004223 and NM_198183) only the isoform with the highest adjusted probability was kept and the rest were discarded, then the expression data was ordered from +ve to -ve fold change. Significance was then gauged by treating genes with increased/decreased expression (between BLIMP1 knockdown and control) as separate populations and viewing a given list of target genes as the drawn sample for a hypergeometric analysis. The resulting probability is the likelihood of randomly drawing more genes with increased/decreased expression than observed, given a draw size equal to the number of target genes. 
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